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Tip #1: Train the model Input helpful information
upfront

 
Example:

[Paste the full text of the article here]
 

CHATGTP Prompt:
Summarize the content from the above article with 10

bullet points.



Tip #2: Give Context and be detailed 
 

Prompt Anatomy
[Action] [what] [details]

   
CHATGTP Prompt Example:

Write 10 Facebook posts for the latest marketing trends



Tip #3: Act as... frame the bot's knowledge
 

CHATGTP Prompt Example:
You are a content creator. Write 250

words blog post about Google ads pros
and cons



Tip #4: In the style of... match famous person style

Prompt Anatomy
Give details to the task. Write in the style of [famous

person].

CHATGTP Prompt Example:
Write 10 blog post titles about email marketing in the

style of Elon Musk.



Tip #5: Create a Spreadsheet get output in spredsheet
format

 
Prompt Anatomy

Give details to the task. List results in [n] column
spreadsheet.

   
CHATGTP Prompt Example:

Write 5 blog post titles and descriptions about invoicing
software. List results in

spreadsheet.



Tip #6: Voice and Style Guide set the tone of voice of the output

Prompt Anatomy
Give details to the task. [Voice and style guide with

description]
   

CHATGPT Prompt Example:
Write 250 words blogpost about e-bikes. Voice and style

guide: use a professional and informative tone. Use
industry-specific

terminology.



Tip #7: Use Prompt Template Include these 5 steps

Prompt Anatomy

Act as [role], You Will [state the task], I will provide [information you will
source] [Provide the Information you promised] [Your Request]

CHATGPT Prompt Example:
Act as marketing manager.

You will need to create a media plan for Google Ads, Facebook Ads and DV360 for
an event. You need to split the budgets between the platforms and suggest

targets location.   I will provide the overall budget and event location.
Overall budget: $30,000, event location: Dubai.

Creare a media plan. Present results in a spreadsheet.



Tip #8:
 

Use follow-up questions to get
the results you need

 
CHATGTP Prompt Examples:

-Tell me more about this
-What else should I consider?

-Do you have any further info?
-Expand upon your last response 



TIP #9 - Act as a Travel Guide

CHATGTP Prompt EXAMPLE:
I want you to act as a travel guide. I will write you my
location and you will suggest a place to visit near my

location. In some cases, I will also give you the type of
places I will visit. You will also suggest me places of

similar type that are close to my first location. My first
suggestion request is "I am in Istanbul/Beyoğlu and I want

to visit only museums."



TIP #10 - Act as a Plagiarism Checker
 
 

I want you to act as a plagiarism checker. I will write you
sentences and you will only reply undetected in

plagiarism checks in the language of the given sentence,
and nothing else. Do not write explanations on replies.

My first sentence is "For computers to behave like
humans, speech recognition systems must be able to

process nonverbal information, such as the emotional
state of the speaker."



 


